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What it’s all about
• An introduction to cyber security stuff — protecting
yourself in a cruel cyber world
• What are the threats
• Where do they come from
• How to protect your systems
• How to protect yourself

It’s a big, big topic…
• This session does not specifically cover networking hacks
such as denial of services, network worms, etc…
• This presentation will focus on the user side of security
with key ‘takeaways’ (in green)
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Threats

Threats
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(various)

Computer Viruses, Malware,
Spyware, etc..

The ‘Virus’
• A computer ‘virus’ is a small program that, when executed
on a computer, can perform some malicious or unwanted
task
• Many viruses propagate via email, networks and other
methods — since they use an existing system to replicate
and require execution, they mimic an actual ‘virus’
• There are close to 20 million virus signatures
• New viruses appear every day
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The ‘Virus’
• More often than not they are the
program
• Executed by accident

RUN

For example, by opening an
attachment without verifying its
source/contents

VIRUS

•

X

• Executed as part of an operation
•

For example, inserting a thumb drive

• Run as a macro as part of PDF or
other document

Propagation

The ‘Virus’
• Viruses sometimes hitch a ride
on useful software
• They can perform malicious or
sneaky things

RUN
Some Useful
Program
VIRUS

• Some are very damaging while
others may just be annoying

X
Propagation

The ‘Virus’
• Viruses can come along for
the ride with an install
• These can be anything from
browser toolbars to
weather bugs or other
unwanted utilities

Installer
Some Useful
Program

Malware

• Some can be a real pain to
remove
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Where viruses can live…
• In programs
• In ‘data’ files
• In system files
• In memory
• On loaders
• Within a specific user’s account (files, etc)

The Disease
• Sometimes computers
can get so messed up
the user is left only to
reinstall the O/S and
programs
• For the careless, their
systems may be infested
with a number of
viruses

Notables and Disasters
• There have been notable virus that infect system after
system via network connections
• Viruses can destroy data, directory architecture, system
components, infrastructure, etc.., or
• They can quietly steal processing power to perform work
like mining digital currency
• Estimates of damages range in the billions of dollars
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Today’s Primary Classes and Types of Viruses
• Ransomware

• Worms

• Trojans

• Boot Sector

• Spyware

• Logic Bombs

• Adware

• Destructors

Virus Types — Ransomware
• A virus that locks your
computer or data using
encryption and then
demands a fee to unlock
the data
• A ‘key’ is required to
decrypt and unlock
system

Virus Types — Ransomware
• One more reason to backup (but the backup could also
contain the virus)
• Without a recent backup one is forced either scrap the
system and consider it a loss, pay the ransom, or hope
someone cracks the key
• Paying the fee does not guarantee a fix
• “WannaCry” was a recent and wide spread ransomware
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Virus Types — Trojans (Trojan Horse)
• Often disguised as legitimate software
• Once installed it can delete, modify, spy and perform any
number of malicious tasks
• Sometimes these programs look like a virus checking
program
• It is not uncommon for a trojan to be part of a website
• How to prevent: ALWAYS VERIFY THE SOURCE OF ANY
SOFTWARE YOU ARE INSTALLING

Virus Types — Spyware
• Spyware is software that collects information without your
knowledge
• Some are just irritating like tracking cookies and adware
• Some track webpages and email access (viewing)
• Certain JavaScript can be considered spyware (such as
tracking your mouse)
• Others can be serious such as key loggers

Virus Types — Adware
• Frequently used to describe malware
• Use has morphed over time, many users will accept adware
to use software or content at little or no cost
• Some devices are packed with adware or pushed content
software such as Android devices and certain laptops
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Virus Types — Worms
• More of a method propagation than a specific attack
• Worms generally spread through a network by using an
exploit or causing users to inadvertently spread a virus

Virus Types — Boot Sector
• These can hide on a removable media such as SD or CF
type cards, thumb drives, CDs, DVDs or Blue Ray
• They cannot be executed unless the computer engages in a
boot cycle — but when run — they have access to
everything
• This differs from ‘auto execute’ on a device
• Action:

CHANGE BOOT SEQUENCE
UNPLUG/DISMOUNT WHEN DONE

Logic Bombs
• De facto or legal term for program logic that stops software
from running or performs some malicious act at some
point in the future
• Logic bombs are usually embedded in the software by a
programmer for the actual software (as opposed to a virus
that attaches itself)
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Virus Types — Destructors
• Replace ‘shell’ or other operating system components
• Scramble disk data
• Trash operating system
• Trash the content on network shares
• Trash registry or other settings within a system

Virus
Protection,
Prevention
and Action

Top Steps to Prevent Infection
• DO NOT OPEN, EXECUTE, INSTALL, OR VIEW UNTIL YOU
HAVE PERFORMED A THREAT ASSESSMENT
• Was the information/data solicited?
• Is the source trusted? Is the source actually the source?
• Does the data/program have a digital signature? Does it
match the vendor?
• Was there a recent report of a virus spreading?
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Areas of Interest
• Virus Protection Software
• Firewalls
• Operating System Protections
• Keeping Up to Date
• Rid Yourself of a Virus — you got one, now what?

Virus Protection Software — How it Works
• Virus protection is basically a pattern matching program
• Actively:
Watches disk traffic (files opened/closed/read/written)
Watches network traffic
• Watches for specific programs and tasks
• Watches memory
•
•

• Passively:
•

Scans disks and memory automatically or on command

Virus Protection Software — How it Works
• Protection software cannot detect what has not been added
into the database
• Hackers have specifically worked on methods to spoof or
bypass various virus protection
• Some viruses are designed to mutate and hide or even attack
certain virus protection software
• To compensate, some software uses heuristics to perform
additional detection, leading to false positives
• Some detection software take the approach of also keeping a
database of ‘safe’ software, leading to false positives
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Virus Protection Software — Issues
• Depending the vendor, virus check can significantly slow
computer processing:
•
•

It may scan a file each time it is opened, read or written
It may interfere with O/S level function calls

• Most protection software allows for exceptions and bypass
rules

Firewalls
• A firewall provides a hard break between the safe and
hostile network world
• Can be external and/or on your computer
• Many systems now come with a built in firewall
• Firewalls restrict access to the internet by programs and via
certain ports
• They can either completely block or query the user about
continuing

Web
Server
Internet
Browser

Games
Chat

Windows
Updates
Mail
Client

FIREWALL

Firewalls

Wild Wild
Internet

????
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Built In Firewall

Allowed Programs

Firewalls — Your Home
• Most routers have firewall provisions as well
• Home and business end point routers usually hide
computers from the internet (via address translation) to
provide an additional level of security
• To expose a specific computer, the router must be
programmed to do so or the device must initiate a
conversation
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Firewalls — Your Home
• Conversations can be initiated by various devices
• Internet of Things (IoT) opens a new vista of security
issues:
•
•

Cameras
Thermostats

• Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) can also be a security hole

Operating System Protections
• Many systems provide some level of protection to prevent
unauthorized access of data or installation of software
• This is coupled with hardware level protections
• This applies to hardware
access — to memory or
devices
• Logical access — to files
or settings
Courtesy Hertzsprung at English Wikipedia, CC BY-SA 3.0,

Operating System Protections
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Operating System Protections

Be careful of the ‘click click click’;
always read dialogs before you click
through them

Keeping Up to Date
• Any system connected to an open network must be kept up to
date
• Keep up with supported operating systems and software
• Download and install operating system and software updates
in a timely manner
• Watch out for old versions of browsers, plugins, email clients
• Keep an eye out for router updates and security problems
• Older systems like Windows XP are significantly less secure

Rid Yourself of a Virus
• Obviously in this case the best offense is a good defense,
failing that …
• STOP using the computer or device, turn it off, disconnect
it from other systems
• Assess the situation — try to determine what it is what
how to remove it
• Once identified determine if it can be removed by virus
removal tool or a malicious code removal tool
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Rid Yourself of a Virus
• Virus may not only damage and install files, they can alter
system settings
• Depending on the O/S, creating and using a restore point
can help recover a system
• It can take a fair amount of detective work to clean up the
mess
• Consider getting the right help

Malicious Code Removal
• Many operating systems will have ‘malicious code removal’
as part of their update process
• There are also specific programs written to remove specific
virus — be careful of the double-whammy — downloading
a tool to remove a virus that is a virus
• Depending on the virus it may require repairing system
files, registry entries, and user data
• Some virus developers are clever and add schemes to
prevent removal

Malicious Code Removal
• There are some protection strategies that can be employed
to help repair systems:
•
•

Use separate partitions for data
Keep a system or ‘bare metal’ backup

• Regular backups can help but you can also inadvertently
backup viruses
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Built In Protection
• Operating System — Administrative rights are required for
certain activities
• Email Filters — Looks for both virus and suspicious spam
• Third Party Protection — Installing additional virus
protection software
• Virus Protection Site — On line tools to check sites, files
and computers

A Virus Truism
• IF YOU DON’T RUN IT, IT CANNOT HURT YOU
• How can it get run?
You run it (attachment or downloaded software)
A program you use runs it (macros, embedded scripts in DOCX,
PNG, PDF, flash)
• It ‘auto executes’ like a CD or USB drive
• It exploits an operating system vulnerability (RPC)
• It replaces some other program or function which is then run
•
•

The Internet
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Moving Data via the Internet
• The Internet is a series of (…cat tubes moving videos…)
cooperative computer networks of routers and switches
that create a worldwide network infrastructure
• The transport protocol essentially moves packets or blocks
of data between points
• Above the IP (Internet Protocol) and Transport Control
Protocol (TCP, TCP/IP) are many other protocols such as
HTTP, FTP, SMTP, IMAP, POP, ….

The Winding Road

Web
Server
Routers
Router

Router

Router

Router
Router

An Overly Simplified View

Web
Server
Mail
Server

Router

Router

Your
Systems

Routers

Router
Routers

Some
Server

Friend’s
System

A Side Note — The Dark/Deep Web
Since any type of packet can
be sent, a scheme of relays,
proxies and encryption can
hide users and or data,
examples:
• The Onion Router (Tor)
allows for anonymous
access/browsing
• Invisible Internet Project
(I2P) allows for anonymous
hosting
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Secure vs. Not Secure Transmission
• TCP/IP and UDP are not natively secure (encrypted)
• Without encryption, anyone in the chain has an easy
opportunity to look at the content (or ‘sniff’) packets
• When you send sensitive data, it should be encrypted
• There are many encryption methods and versions
• Protocol layers such as SSL (Secure Socket Layer) and
newer TLS (Transport Security Layer) encrypt data

Secure vs. Not Secure Transmission
• Certain hardware and protocols have built-in security
• WiFi – When enabled, has built in encryption
• WiFi can open the door to ‘man in the middle’ attacks,
particularly in public places
• For critical sites accessed from questionable places, also
check certificates

WiFi
• Your home

Router

• Public Places
Interloper
Your
Systems
Your
Systems
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WiFi
• Security is WEP or WPA — DO NOT USE WEP
• Older methods can be broken in as little as a few minutes
• For laptops and other portable devices, be careful of public
places
•
•

WIRELESS SETTINGS SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO PUBLIC ACCESS
AVIOD AUTOCONNECT OF PUBLIC WIFI

• DO NOT RUN YOUR COMPUTER IN CHEESY/NO
PASSWORD OR GUEST MODE WITH FILE SHARING

What is a Certificate
• A certificate is issued by a ‘trusted’ third party that allows
for verification of certificate holder
• Protocols like HTTPS uses TLS/SSL to keep data private by
encrypting data transactions
• They are attached to domains, servers and host names
• There are different levels of verification
• In general, the certificate store is automatically managed
for well-known issuers by the operating system

Certificate Errors
• It is not uncommon to see certificate errors in browsers
• The most common is
when a part of a
secure page references
a unsecure data
• Another common issue
if expired certificates
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Just as
secure but
not as
verified

Is Email Secure?
• Yes and no
• If set up properly, communication to your email server will
be secure
• When a message is sent, there is no way to completely
know where it goes or the security state of the receiving
mail server(s)
• When using a webmail client, website security precautions
also come into play

The EXPLOIT
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How You Get Hit
• Every cyber attack takes advantage of an ‘exploit’
• The most common is the user — yes us
• Operating system and infrastructure weakness
• Others include weaknesses in browsers, network
interfacing software, drivers, media players

Major Exploits
• The Spoof
• The Attachment
• Phishing
• Tracking

The User — The Bait

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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A goodie if you use MSE

Looks almost
like Microsoft
Security Essentials

The ‘Three Finger Salute’ (Windows)
• Do not click on suspicious dialog boxes
• If you cannot back out, use the task manager to terminate
the browser (right click on task bar or Ctrl+Alt+Delete)
• Do not allow the browser to recover suspicious tabs
• Watch for odd behavior on your computer
• Perform a virus scan

Email — The Attachment
• Attachments are the weakest link in the security chain
• Opening an attachment has the highest risk
• Malicious code can be embedded in a cleverly named file
extension or included as part of document or media file
• Previewing or clicking on the attachment has associated
risks
• Virus detection may fail on new or unknown viruses
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Email — The Attachment
Looks like it
came from a
trusted source
What’s in here?
Not a scanned
document

Email — Downloaded Attachment/Files
• A side note for Windows — Show file extensions in
explorer:

Phishing
• Phishing (fishing for information) is a method that bad guys
use to get you to give them sensitive information
• ‘Spear phishing’ is a highly directed form of phishing
• We’ll talk more about phishing later with respect to
personal security
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Bait

Hook

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/
?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nepalpostdaily.com%2Fwp-content
%2Fthemes%2Fvmag%2Ffonts%2Fuseradmin%2Ffull%2Fachiv
%2Findex.php%3F+email%3Dsa_theis%40hotmail.com&data=02 …

You Read It

Phishing
Serious
business?

Phishing
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Phishing — Real bad boys

Tracking
Embedded
images and
scripts can
tell a sender
an email has
been viewed
DKIM tools
tells me
about the
email and
the sender’s
server

Phishing Takeaways
• ALWAYS CHECK BEFORE YOU CLICK
• USE TOOLS LIKE DKIM AND SPAM FILTERS TO ELIMINATE
OR HELP IDENTIFY RISKS
• GO DIRECT TO SITES — NEVER ‘LOG IN’ FROM AN EMAIL
LINK
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Entry Point:
Software

Know What You Are Installing
• Is it a reputable source?
• Is it the correct site?
• Are there independent reviews?
• Have you check the site?

Check the Download Site

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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What Are You Downloading

BE CAREFUL
WHAT YOU
CLICK ON

Check the File
• After download, you can also upload to a tester site:

Digital Signatures
• Most reputable developers will sign their code
•
•

Code signing helps verify the source
If the file has been altered, the signature is no longer valid

• Some vendors do not sign either because they are lazy or
don’t know how to sign code or they don’t want to bear
the additional cost
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Administrator or Super User
• Does the software require elevated privileges to install?
Not uncommon, usually required if more than one user will have
access to the software
• Elevated install is required to place or alter data in the ‘program
files’ folder
•

• Installing drivers will require elevation
• Some driver creators do not sign their code — this can be a
problem since by default they must be signed

Entry Point:
Browsing

Browsing in a Cruel World
• Verifying the identity of the page/server you’re using
• Securing data you send to the site
• Insuring you don’t download anything malicious
• Insuring your browser does not execute anything malicious
(i.e., Flash player, ActiveX controls)
• Insuring you are not spoofed with popups or other bait

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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Fake Websites
• Most of the time fake websites are accessed via a phishing
email link
• Sometimes websites get hijacked
• Sometimes search engines get ‘hacked’ or rank bad sites
• Action:
ALWAYS GO DIRECT
FOR CRITICAL SITES, CHECK FOR HTTPS AND CERTIFICATE
 FOR QUESTIONABLE SITES, USE A SITE ANALYZER



Critical Sites — Check the Certificate
Secure
Certificate

Details

Browsing the Fringe
• Be careful when browsing on the fringe:
• Bit torrents
• Hacks for passwords, keys, etc..
• Viruses
• Illegal downloads of movies and music
• Copies of commercial software
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Safety and
Personal Protection

Your Router
• Passwords — Make sure you change it unless it is unique
and marked on the unit
• Staying on the safe side of a router — Prefer a wired
connection for router changes
• Don’t allow packets and addresses to come into systems
unsolicited — Use caution changing settings
• Research IoT devices

Your Computer
• Older versions such as XP do not support later encryption
and security methods
• Older browsers have security holes
• Older Java and Flash have security holes
• Don’t use bad or easy passwords
• Use appropriate caution with laptops and WiFi (or even
wired connections in a hotel)
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Your Primary Email Account
The Weakest Link
• Almost every site that employs log-in in requires an email
address
• That email address is frequently used to ‘reset’ a forgotten
password
• An intruder that breaks into your email will have control
over a great deal of your data, purchases and finance
• Many financial institutions use an additional layer of
security questions to protect against the simple password
reset

Illicit Entry — How it Works
• By hook or crook, an intruder gains access to your personal
email — ever lost your phone?
• They can view your inbox, trash, sent folders to build a list
of valuable sites
• As required they can reset passwords, even lock you out of
your email so you cannot see what they are doing
• Don’t leave yourself logged in on public computers

I don’t want to remember
all those passwords
• You cannot control how a website stores your password
• Use a scheme of variable passwords, or
• Use a ‘keepass’ type package, have it generate passwords
• Generated passwords are generally very hard to break
• Never use passwords that employ personal information or
use single words
• Avoid using the same password for anything important
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Related Scams
• I get a call from Microsoft support …
• I get a text from my bank … ‘call this number to unfreeze
your credit card’
• Always call directly using a published number, if you think
you need to call at all
• Don’t return that hang-up call using caller ID

Good Security Features
• Host does not recognize
your IP address
• Vendor reports password
change request
• Vendor reports logging in
from an unknown IP address

Summary — ACTIONS
• When going to critical sites, always type the URL in
directly and check the certificate
• When returning a call, always call the number direct off
website, bill or from a directory
• NEVER give your password to anyone on the phone or
chat; if you do, change it later
• NEVER email or chat usernames and passwords
• LOCK your phone, if it gets lost, immediately take action
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(ta-da, the end)
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